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“This is between us and the Shear Family has no part in this. It’s inappropriate for you to interfere!” Xander’s expression

darkened.

The Four Major Families steered clear of any conflicts in the gangster world. The Four Tigers were all known for their

ruthlessness and Xander had the Northern King’s support; while he was wary of the Shear Family’s influence, he was not

intimidated by Harvey.

“And if I insist on interfering? What can you do about it?” Harvey retorted proudly.

“Why you… Alright, then! Mason, and Leon, you two got lucky today. I’ll let you go out of respect for Mister Shear! Let’s go!”

Xander knew that he could not cross the Shear Family and swallowed his pride, before ordering his two men to back away.

“You want to leave? Did I permit you to do so?” Harvey questioned sharply.

“What else do you want, Mister Shear?” Xander’s expression darkened but did not dare to let his anger show.

“You’ve offended Mister Wolf just now. Get down on your knees and apologize!” Harvey commanded.

“You… You’re way out of line here!” Xander was furious.

“So what if I am?” Harvey stared at them condescendingly, his overpowering presence looming over Xander and his men.

“The peak of the Innate State?” Xander gaped. He only crossed arms with Harvey briefly earlier and did not have the time to

inspect Harvey’s true energy flow. It was not until this moment that he realized Harvey was at the peak of the Innate State.

Even if Xander with all his subordinates combined, they were no match for someone of Harvey’s strength.

“I’ll give you one last chance, or you shall suffer!” Harvey snorted, his voice rumbling through the air.

Xander and the others submitted under his presence and fell onto their knees one after another.

“Mister Wolf, I’m sorry. We didn’t mean to offend you. Please have mercy and spare us…” Xander pleaded, feeling humiliated

and helpless at the same time.

“Scram!” Leon said. He did not know about Sullivan’s deal with Xander and did not intend on punishing Xander. After all, he had

a far more powerful person behind his back and as Leon was not a member of the gangster world, it would not be appropriate for

him to get too involved.

Relieved, Xander and the others stumbled to get up and leave.

“Big Brother, you were awesome! You’ve brought pride to the Shear’s name!” Cynthia walked out of the crowd with a smile and

greeted Leon as well.

Leon realized that Cynthia and Harvey had come together.

The crowd instantly erupted into chaos at Cynthia’s appearance. The others gaped at her beautiful features and alluring curves,

unable to look away.

Everyone had known from what happened earlier that the man that interfered was Harvey of the Shear Family and since Cynthia

addressed Harvey as her Big Brother, it was not hard for them to guess who she

was.

“She’s so pretty!”

“So that’s one of the most beautiful women in Springfield City. Rumors don’t even do her beauty justice!”
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